
 

With the frequency that babies and toddlers are sick or are getting a new tooth, it might feel like 

your good sleeper is always regressing. Even though sleep is frequently disrupted when we’re under 

the weather, it’s incredibly important to get enough of it!  

Research shows that getting enough sleep boosts our immune systems which helps us fight off 

sickness. Getting good sleep doesn’t always come as easily to a sick baby,  

With some easy steps and consistency, teething or illness does not need to undo all the hard work 

you’ve put into your child’s sleep.  
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Disclaimer: The information in this guide is for informational purposes only and are not meant to be 

substituted for recommendations made by your child’s pediatrician or other trusted medical provider. 

Please follow your parental intuition and the advice of your doctor when determining appropriate care 

practices. 

 

 



 

 

How Teething Disrupts Sleep 

Studies show that less sleep heightens a child's sensitivity to pain, so it's for your sweet baby's sake 

to be getting as much sleep as possible while going through the ups and downs of teething. 

If your baby has a little trouble with bedtime already, teething will exacerbate sleep in a more 

dramatic way. Work on good independent sleep habits with your baby before teething strikes. That 

way you'll have a good foundation of sleep to work from if teething does throw an occasional snag 

into your habits and routines! 

A few things to consider: 

Teeth don’t “stab” through baby’s gums. The gums move out of the way to allow teeth to emerge, 

which is why they don’t bleed. So don’t overestimate the amount of discomfort baby’s going 

through. 

Teething impacts some babies’ sleep more than others, it really just depends 

on the baby. 

Studies show that symptoms associated with teething consistently occur only on the day a tooth 

erupts and the day after.  

So, yes teething can affect sleep, but this shouldn’t last longer than a few days 

A well-rested baby with good sleep skills will handle teething better than one who’s not sleeping 

well. (Teething, plus just about every other challenge they face!) 

Teething can reduce solid intake because of the discomfort so some babies want more bottles than 

solids when teething strikes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Signs & Symptoms of Teething 

 

Many parents find their babies begin drooling a lot and showing signs of discomfort as early as 3 

months after birth. That doesn’t mean a tooth is about to arrive. In fact, some babies can display 

signs of early teething and gum sensitivity for several months before a tooth actually appears. 

The symptoms aren’t the same for every baby, but they may include: 

• Swollen, tender gums 

• Fussiness, irritability, and crying 

• A slightly raised temperature (less than 101F) 

• Gnawing or wanting to chew on hard things 

• Lots of drool, which can cause a rash on their face 

• Coughing 

• Rubbing their cheek or pulling their ear 

• Bringing their hands to their mouth 

• Changes in eating or sleeping patterns 

*Teething can be painful, but doesn’t usually make babies sick 

How to Safely & Effectively Manage Teething Pain 

 

• Treat swollen gums with a cool washcloth, or give your baby a chilled (not frozen) teething 

ring to provide relief 

• Massaging your baby’s gums with your finger may feel soothing – make sure your fingers are 

clean! 

• If your baby is extremely fussy, you may want to call you pediatrician. Your pediatrician may 

recommend children’s pain meds like acetaminophen or ibuprofen. If using any type of pain 

relief on the advice of your pediatrician, give it to your baby about 45 minutes before 

bedtime so they are comfortable while falling asleep. 

• What about Natural Remedies? While many moms swear by natural remedies, please run 

these by your doctor, for your child’s safety. Teething necklaces and bracelet’s pose a risk for 

strangulation or choking. 

 



 

 

How to Handle Sleep When your Baby is Sick 

 

Even the healthiest baby in the most sterile surroundings is going to get sick, but should you 

alter their sleep routine when it happens? 

The short answer is no, but that’s not to say that you can’t make some exceptions. 

 

Maintain your normal bedtime/nap routines 

The familiarity and comfort in having their normal routines in place will help your child prepare their 

brain & body for the task at hand: sleep! Especially when they aren’t feeling well, a familiar routine 

can be incredibly settling. 

 

Allow for some extra sleep 

Sleep is great medicine, so we want your little one to get as much of it as they are able to. With that 

being said, we don’t want to let them sleep too much – especially during the day – because 

hydration & calories are equally important! You can allow your child to sleep a bit later in the 

mornings (especially after a rough night), have an earlier/longer/extra nap, and even move up 

bedtime, but make sure your little one has enough sleep pressure to maintain their 11-12 hour night 

where many immune boosting processes occur. Night sleep is most restorative, so we want to 

prioritize that over napping all day. 

 

Treat the Symptoms 

Your sick little one may be pretty uncomfortable, so speak with your pediatrician about what you 

can do to make them feel well enough to both eat & sleep well. Whether that’s a pain reliever for 

earaches, teething, or fevers; saline drops or the Nose Frida for stuffiness & congestion; humidifiers 

or steam showers for coughing; or electrolyte drinks for dehydration, make sure you’re staying on 

top of the symptoms to keep your little one most comfortable. 

 

Speak to your pediatrician about (re)offering night feeds 

If your little one is struggling to get liquids in during the day, or is vomiting/having diarrhea, it 

might be important to plan for night feeds to maintain hydration. 

 



 

 

 

Decide whether your help is necessary… 

If your baby has been sleep-trained for some time, and/or their sickness isn’t that severe, it’s highly 

possible that they won’t actually need extra help getting to sleep. Make sure their symptoms are at 

bay, offer the usual amount of comfort, and let them fall asleep the way they know how! 

…but don’t stress about offering extra help if your child needs it. 

If you’re on the other end of the spectrum and your little one is struggling hard to get to sleep, 

that’s okay too! Remember that sleep is vitally important as their body works to recover, so if your 

child is needing a little extra to get to sleep at bedtime or in the middle of the night, don’t stress 

about giving them that support in the moment. 

 

Monitor them from their sleep space, not yours 

I know it’s tempting to pull your little one into your bed to keep them close when they’re under the 

weather, but instead of moving them into your sleep space, bring an air mattress or sleeping bag 

into their room and camp out on the floor. We all sleep best in our own space and babies/toddlers 

are no different. They need deep, restorative sleep to recover quickly, so bed-hopping and co-

sleeping can lead to more sleep struggles. 

Your little one will have an easier time getting back on track with their great 

sleep habits when they’re feeling better! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

How to get back on track if sleep gets derailed 

 

When your child feels better, get back to basics. 

If you created some unintentional or unsustainable habits when your child was sick that were 

necessary at the time but have become unhelpful now that they’re feeling better, know that you 

may have to do a small amount of retraining to remind your little ones of the expectations at sleep 

times and the skills they already possess.  

Assuming your little one is back to their normal selves and are no longer uncomfortable, re-

implement the sleep training method you used initially. Be mindful that your child may be quite a 

bit older than when you initially sleep trained and may do better with a different method (i.e. if you 

did a lot of intervention during sleep training at 4 months, your 18-month-old may not respond as 

well and would do better with a more hands-off approach.)  

Remember that you aren’t re-teaching them how to sleep – they already possess the skill – you’re 

just reminding them of the boundaries & expectations that may have shifted when they were sick. 

 

Conclusion: 

If illness or teething has undone your progress and you need help. Email me, and we will find the 

best level of support to get you back on track. 

Sleep well! 

Erin Lawyer 

Erin@Chasingdreamssleep.com 

Disclaimer 

The information contained in this document is confidential, and is only intended for the recipient. It may not be used, 

published or redistributed without the prior written consent of Chasing Dreams Sleep Consulting, LLC. 

Disclaimer: 

The information in the guide may not be appropriate for every child and is not medical advice. The contents of this guide are for 

informational purposes only and are intended for use with common early childhood sleep issues that are wholly unrelated to medical 

conditions. My advice is NOT intended to be a substitute for medical advice or treatment. Always seek the advice of your doctor or other 

qualified health practitioner regarding any matters that may require medical attention or diagnosis and before following the 

recommendations given in this guide. Reliance on any information provided by this guide is solely at your own risk. Chasing Dreams 

Sleep Consulting does not make any representations or warranties, express or implied, regarding the information in this guide. In no 

event will Chasing Dreams Sleep Consulting be liable to you for any other claim, losses or damages. 
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